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BISHOP AMY KEEES
A DAUGHTER OF ISIS AT WORK
By B. Ann Slate

The diminutive silver-haired woman looked out at the sea of expectant faces as she walked to the platform. It was a weekly message night at the Church of Tzaddi. In a few moments Dr. Amy would begin delivering psychic messages to each of the fifty or more persons assembled. It was evident that she would be committed to her task on the platform for many hours.

She is a physical counterpart of the Veiled Isis, personifying the feminine psychic powers and the binary perception of the visible and the invisible. She sits in solitude and meditation, a sage in calm possession of herself as she discerns the hidden truths of the physical, astral and the spiritual worlds. And this is woman, the mold of man, uniting herself with him in order to accomplish an equal destiny.

It is only through the aid of trained and perfected channels such as Bishop Amy that the true doctrines of life may be revealed. Veiled Isis, in sharing her insights, makes each individual responsible as to how he will use this knowledge, symbolized by the book in her left hand and the two keys to wisdom in her right hand, one of gold and one of silver. In the New Age, ignorance of the law can no longer be an excuse.

Dr. Amy's day had been an arduous one of private consultations, church duties and formulating new classes for the ever increasing interest in the Extra-sensory. Little knots of tension and fatigue grabbing across her shoulders warned her to carefully ration her strength. The evening promised to be as demanding as her day.

The medium stood silently for a moment, registering the various attitudes of her vast audience. The ethereal form of a gigantic lion began to manifest, placing himself between her and the onlookers. He would be Dr. Amy's shield from the mental barbs hurled at her by the cynical. To these persons she would have to prove her mediumship.

"If only you realized the destructive force of your doubts," she thought sadly, again grateful to her spiritual lion for his protection.
Here and there around the hushed room, halos of radiating lights indicated to Dr. Amy those persons of spiritual awareness and greater soul evolvement. Their inner goodness glowed around them like stars lighting a darkened sky. She smiled, knowing the deeper import of the forthcoming psychometry messages would inspire these same radiant souls to greater direction and knowledge.

SEEKERS TAKING THEIR FIRST STEPS

There were still others that had come with their physical pain, emotional griefs and intellectual confusions -- all seekers beginning to take their first steps into a new land. To these the medium had to impart that they had indeed brought their own solutions. To her eyes she could readily see their loved ones and guides from the other world waiting for the opportunity to speak through her.

Dr. Amy picked up the first article in the basket which would identify the person to her by vibration. She didn't have to use this elementary method of psychic reading at all. Regrettably the initiate to the extrasensory needed this bit of showmanship to first be astounded and to later (hopefully) ponder the greater truth intended.

Amy said a silent prayer, feeling the fatigue through her back slowly disappear as she opened up her psychic centers to the invisible multitude waiting to talk...

The gift of sight had come to Amy at an age when yer young mind could not assess its real meaning. She had been left motherless at age seven and over her bed one night the face of her deceased mother floated for an instant. Then the vision was gone. The young child didn't realize she'd glimpsed the spirit world through a misty door that had opened briefly and closed all too soon. Yet her soul recognized the beginning of her predestined path on earth.

No matter what innate abilities the soul carries with it throughout subsequent lives, these "gifts" must be earned. The search for the key to that ethereal door through which she'd seen her beloved mother was to take Amy over many roads of trials and testings. At any step in the road, she might have given in to the hardship and pain, ending up as a bitter, self-pitying human being.

But God does not open a door without opening a window. As a girl, Dr. Amy was shifted around between various family relatives. Yet in the insecurity of the many changes, she was exposed to numerous houses of worship and so the chains of one dogma did not encircle her. Amy's concept of God expanded past the trappings of a solitary religious doctrine.

An accident suffered at age sixteen which crippled her spine did not prevent her from studying nursing in an effort to help others. The loss of her infant son did not make her love turn back on itself in grief. Her daughter, Dorothe Jean, was born in 1936, destined to stand by the side of her mother as they shared joint roles as psychics and teachers of the Ancient Wisdom.
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AN INVISIBLE HELPER BECOMES VISIBLE

"Behold, I send you a comforter." These precious words spoken by Jesus suddenly held new meaning for Amy as she lay on a couch in her home, suffering excruciating pain from her spine. It was 1958 and she wondered if she could go on any longer.

It was then the second spirit manifestation was to occur, for suddenly kneeling beside her was the immense form of an Indian, his glossy, straight black hair pleated into two braids. His voice was soft but clearly audible to her. "I will help you."

This spirit guide was to be instrumental in effecting Amy's miraculous and complete healing and whom she called Swift Foot thereafter, because of the quiet manner in which he to this day comes to her. As Dr. Amy described her new spirit friend to Dorothe Jean, mother and daughter both agreed that this was the same spirit of an Indian brave "as tall as the wall" that Dorothe had seen since childhood.

As a result of the flash of divine energy which straightened her twisted spine, Amy now realized the psychic centers of her pineal and pituitary glands were fully open and functioning. She was able not only to see spirits but to hear them.

While this force revealed a great deal about the people with whom she came into ordinary daily contact, the medium states, "I didn't want to read another person's mind. For years I would not give a personal message, although I knew many things. Until I had studied and fully developed the psychic centers to where I could see the spiritual beings with another person or with myself, I did not relate any messages.

From Bishop C.W. Leadbeater's "The Chakras"

"My first work was to go over all of my past lives to forgive and understand, and to build myself up with the Christ light. And I'm still learning. The higher you go, the less spiritual you think you are because you become humble."

HER TEACHER REVEALS HIMSELF

One morning, standing with her daughter in the kitchen of their home in Commerce, California, Amy heard a celestial voice singing in octaves beyond the scope of ordinary hearing. The planchette board which they had been working with spelled out with great force the words "I am Adonis."

The man Adonis, who had taught in a healing room named Tzaddi in King Solomon's Temple of long ago then materialized to Amy. No longer a man but one whose soul had since evolved to attain mastery stood towering visibly before her, his shoulder-length auburn hair contrasting greatly with the dazzling white robe he wore. He announced that he would be with Amy constantly now to instruct her.
and Dorothe in the forgotten truths known by the ancients. Through later communication and astral projection into the past, Amy was to discover an amazing fact of a former existence.

Adonis had actually been her mortal father in the 10th Century B.C. As a child, Amy, then called AME, loved to walk in the lush forests which served as a backdrop contrasting greatly to the opulent and sophisticated temples. One day the child didn't return. Initial researches revealed nothing. It was only after two weeks that the little girl was discovered deep in the wilderness, having died from over-exposure.

Her father, Adonis, stood there with tears in his eyes looking at his only daughter who appeared simply to be asleep. Her head rested on the paw of her friend, a tawny lion who growled savagely as Adonis approached. This same massive beast who then guarded the dead child from praying forest scavengers still protects Amy now as he places himself on the medium's platform develecting any negative vibrations.

THE DIFFICULTY OF INTER-PLANE COMMUNICATION

It is often asked if Dr. Amy can see and contact everyone in the spiritual realms with her remarkably developed talent. This is a point which bears much clarification, as she now explains: "Manifestation by spirit is a thing of degree. So many people are disappointed when their friends or loved ones on the other side don't come forth but this is because these same departed souls have to LEARN to talk to us from the plane where they now exist.

"At first, until they have learned to focus their thoughts and energies they can only visit, seeing you from a silent world. Then as they study and are trained by others there, they can transmit mental impressions to the psychically sensitive. The next step would be materialization.

"The Masters, of course, are those perfect and evolved souls whose energies are so refined and controlled that they can readily appear to those with the third eye opened. My training of many lifetimes is culminating in this one, directed toward teaching people how to make contact for themselves. Dr. Dorothe and I should not be crutches that you rely on to reveal the unseen. We are here to instruct you how to receive your own teachers and guides. It is a SIN to keep anyone under your wing forever!" Amy states emphatically.

In the early 1960s Dr. Amy was maintaining a rigorous schedule. She had formed a metaphysical center, the Open Door of Love, in her home and continued to receive daily lessons from the Spiritual hierarchy. Yet there were occasional moments of quietude for herself when she prepared the family meals in the late afternoon. It was in one of those peaceful intervals that Dr. Amy was to see the greatest Being ever embodied on this earth. The most remarkable thing was where she saw Him!
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While the evening meal simmered on the stove, Dr. Amy, art materials all around her, painted away at a portrait she was doing of Jesus. Her eyes kept straying to the little fig tree just outside the kitchen window and she pondered His parable of the fig tree putting forth its new leaves.

Suddenly she looked sharply at the tree again. Now sitting on a limb was a tiny, white-robed figure about two inches high, glowing with radiance. There was no mistaking the purity of love and godliness in the miniature Jesus who had manifested Himself without the fanfare of trumpets or display of power but in a manner pregnant with symbolism to attract her attention.

For the next few days as she worked on His painting, Dr. Amy rejoiced to see the Son of God reappear on that same small limb. Then the day arrived that He did not appear. Noting that the fig tree was rapidly sprouting new leaves, Dr. Amy assumed her vision of Him was being obscured and she stood up with the intention of removing a few leaves from the spot.

THE CULMINATION OF YEARS OF STUDY AND SERVICE

An electric vibration of extreme intensity passed through her. There, in proper dimension, His eyes the color of the ocean's deepest blue stood the Christ. Dr. Amy relates His hair coloring as copper, which may appear lighter to those seeing Him as a result of the great illumination. All her struggles and intensive dedication to study throughout the years culminated in that inspiring moment. The disciple who had served to bring forth His teachings was at last rewarded by seeing the Greatest Master standing before her in the humble kitchen.

That was the beginning of many meetings. There is one time with Him that is more precious than some others in Dr. Amy's memory, for it concerned her own growth. The uninitiated would recount this in terms of a vivid dream but the spiritually oriented know it correctly to be astral flight.

Amy found herself as a girl sitting on a rock near the top of a steep mountain. A barely discernible path wound its way down the mountainside, past a rough terrain of cactus, dense weeds and jagged rocks. Above her on the summit, Jesus sat on a larger rock.

"My, it must be hard for a human being to climb up here," the girl Amy exclaimed, looking down at the almost impassable trail.

Jesus smiled in response, "Yes, it is, little one."

Sudden awareness burst through Amy's consciousness, the realization that SHE had climbed to the top of the mount past all obstacles. It was a mental ascent rather than a physical one and she had accomplished it by learning and living the wisdom of His teachings.

Jesus is always with us as He promised. As Dr. Amy said, "Most often people see Him in moments of crisis and trouble when they call out to God for help because they have finally taken time to pray!"
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How many of us avoid the signs given from this vast other dimension as they attempt to contact us? In a physically-based world, the little dancing lights which now and then pass before our eyes we assume to be the product of a vision problem rather than considering these might be external higher energies focusing to attract our attention.

THE GEOMETRY OF HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS

We fleetingly recognize symbols popping into our minds out of nowhere and dismiss them as the tag end of some obsolete math left unresolved from high school geometry class. Then, late at night in our beds, we cry silently over the loss of our loved one, too obsessed with self and grief to heed those same loved ones trying desperately to knock on the door of our awareness.

While the trained psychic has learned the proper meditation and how to set the conditions for best communication between worlds, Dr. Amy warns that mediumship cannot be standardized. Individual chemical elements of the body, motivation and degree of desire make up only some of the portions of this innate and natural but vastly complex ability.

(At left are the five Platonic Solids, a standardized meditation technique practiced by thousands of students at Plato's Academy in Athens, Greece for the over nine hundred years of its existence. We understand that when consciousness descends the Scale of Tangibility, this is the natural sequence from energy to matter.)

Dr. Amy warns: "The well-meaning but untrained person can often throw his thoughts into planes that are undesirable, even below his own soul level, and attract mischief makers, the cheats and the murderers. While you wouldn't open your house to this type of a person, you can accidentally invite them into your aura. Don't think you are going to get rid of them with a polite request to leave!"

She gives an example from a past recent experience of hers as a caution to the psychic dabbler, when she was caught off-guard while dozing in front of the fireplace. To a medium, a relaxed state can often subtly and accidentally slip into a light trance condition without warning. To Amy's complete shock, the spirit form of a dead Vietnamese soldier, gun in hand, ran through the wall and stood glaring at her with hate-filled eyes. The distortion of his vibration trying to penetrate Amy's made her feel sick. With the authority of the power of the Christ, she ordered the demented man away.

The ordinary guy on the street would not have seen this same entity at all, misinterpreting the effects of the psychic attack as
something commonplace, perhaps an upset stomach. He might very well wonder, at the end of his unusual day of conflicts, hateful motivations and hostile reactions, what in the world had gotten into him.

WHAT'S THE HURRY?

What does the future reveal to one who can see past the Veil of today? Chaos and upheaval, of course, have been predicted for some time by many psychics; but Dr. Amy has looked through the structure of projected effect and glimpsed the far horizon of cause. It's not a pretty picture to view. While it appears that the Earth must suffer these grave natural catastrophies for its cleansing and evolvement in the universe, it is OCCURRING TOO SOON!

In 1966, while seated at her desk one evening, Dr. Amy watched an animalist form, which could for reference's sake be compared to a huge gorilla, approach her. She blessed him and asked him why he had come. The materialized form did not reply but compassion was evident in his eyes. Then it disappeared, leaving Dr. Amy in doubt as to its purpose.

Later, through automatic writing, her daughter as the channel, Dr. Amy learned of an astounding cycle now occurring throughout our inter-related worlds. She had asked the following question: "Will you please tell me who or what this animal form was that recently came to me?" The answer was immediately forthcoming, spelled out as fast as Dr. Dorothe could write it.

"This is not an animal but one of the next Group Race Spirits coming in on the Earth. His coat of fur is symbolic of the primitive caveman living thousands of years before Christ. They do not like to be called animals."

Through subsequent communication, the complete story was revealed. While the pragmatic scientist will seemingly forever dispute with the religious fundamentalist on the concept of origin, evolution is a Divine Plan for both man and his physical universe. Our planet, since its existence, has been a place of learning and a place to cast off sin (error). The predicted cataclysms are true -- the planet's effort to rid itself of the accumulation of negativity.

It will then begin again as a cleansed sphere in the heavens, aided by those chosen souls best suited for the hardships of rebuilding a new land. Those more evolved souls here will go on to less physical challenges in other places, on other worlds. It is for this reason these Group Race Spirits visit here now, schooling themselves before their tests begin and they are embodied on the new Earth.

Trouble is caused by the wide-spread misuse of drugs. This permits the uncontrolled entry of lower soul forms into our already-erupting planet. Their adverse vibratory rate and ignorance of spiritual values are creating more havoc than the drug user knows. His "trip" is not always for himself alone. Possession by an undeveloped entity is a dangerous consideration but not the worst. We have opened
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Pandora's box, sending the scales of balance sharply downward. This will bring the natural disasters to a premature birth. A glance at the headlines of any newspaper confirms the trend.

What can we do to help? Pray! Jealously guard that mirror image of your soul, the aura, from psychic invasion. And heed the insights of those inspired channels who try to warn of the grave situation. These are "the hard things that were laid upon us" which Dr. Amy must view, consider and relate to her followers. Yet communication from spirit is not always of universal application. Veiled Isis is also a woman with human needs and longings. Her destiny would be unfulfilled if she faced it alone.

Widowed in 1968, Dr. Amy discounted the messages she received advising that love, a personal love for herself, would be walking through the doors of the Church of Tzaddi in the future. She could not know at the time that a gentleman named Garnet Johnson was also receiving messages to the effect that he should think about a mate and would best further his metaphysical studies at a center called Tzaddi.

Garnet and Amy were married in April of 1970, a union which from its own harmony and creative inspirations promised to contribute to all mankind. They lived and worked together for twelve years. When that mission was fulfilled, separation became necessary.

Amy's mother passed on at the age of 24, when Amy was only seven, for purification and development, and is now allowed to help Dr. Amy in her work. She didn't come until Amy opened the doors in her home, called "The Open Door of Love". That home is no longer in California, for she has been guided to move to high country much further inland. The open door of the Church of Tzaddi is now at 7257 Timothy Place, Longmont, Colorado 80501, at an elevation of 5,000 feet.

THE PREMATURE CLIMAXING OF NATURAL DISASTERS

Is, no doubt, the work of the Dark Brothers who are trying to get control of the necessary changes at the end of an Age and use them for their own selfish ends, destruction of mankind and the planet itself. "Posit and thus create brotherhood. But do not posit it too violently, lest you climax your rhythm too soon and produce by reaction the opposite of brotherhood." Judge Hatch
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PENDULUM ANALYSIS

THE ENERGY FIELDS OF THE BODY

By Anikki Talikka

I beg your pardon if my English is not exactly correct. I have not yet learnt to live without eating and the shelter; so I need money for them. I think you can, however, get an idea, is my Finnish text interesting enough for translating.

In this research it was studied the measurement of the energy fields by pendulums, factors affecting it, and the $G_{mg_{real}}$ and $G_{mg_{true}}$-energy fields found by the pendulum method. $G_{mg}$ is a symbol in which $mg$ means the magnetism and $G$ means the gravity. It is hypothesized that they are characteristing the $G_{mg}$-energy fields. The relation between the $G_{mg_{real}}$-energy field and the $G_{mg_{true}}$-energy field is hypothesized to be the same as the relation between the magnetic North Pole and the geographic true North Pole. (Magnetic field effects $G_{mg}$ measurement and $G_{mg}$-field magnetism-measurement.)

There are many kinds of pendulums. In this research it was mainly a pendulum made by a piece of cotton thread (6 cm) and a metal button taken from the woollen jacket (Ballantine, London 1970). It was small enough for measuring small $G_{mg}$-energy fields, but at the same time its weight was great enough for eliminating the effect of the friction. The experiments are often controlled by other pendulums made by many kinds of materials, as wood, gold and copper.
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The pendulum gets its activating energy from the human being, in this case from me. One part of the energy it gets from the hands and another part from the eyes. From the hands it gets at least two types of energies and also from the eyes at least two types of energies, one from pupils and another from the zones near the tear ducts. The quantity, probably also the quality of the energy -- which the pendulum gets -- decides the energy fields to which the pendulum reacts. This energy flow can be regulated by the right/left hand, the point of the fingers, the strength of keeping the pendulum between fingers, and the emg-barriers of the energy flow from the hands and eyes. Also the time one keeps the pendulum in the hand influences the motion of the pendulum. The motion is much like the simple harmonic motion and it has three phases. When studying the energy fields only the first motion phase is observed. It was hypothesized that these elements of the motions are also models of the motions in the universum.

Like other masses also the pendulum has poles in its Gmg-energy field. All Gmg-energy fields are not similar with regard to the poles. The human being is very complex in this relation, perhaps due to the evolution.

One cannot work at the same time with two pendulums because the one side of the brain dominates when trying it. But perhaps there is some altered state of the mind where both sides of the brain can work at the same time, but such a state perhaps is not such we say to be healthy.

**ALERT DETACHMENT IS THE KEY**

One can influence the motion of the pendulum by the will power of her/his own, but when studying the Gmg-energy fields one must only observe what the pendulum makes spontant. This observing needs the relaxed but at the same time concentrated and interested mind state. This state of the mind is necessary for differentiating the Mg-, Gmg₅- and Gmg₇-energy fields.

If one is angry or physically stressed this differentiating is not possible. However, by studying the reactions of the pendulum also in these types of psychical and physical situations one can get
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the important knowledge of the functions of the (life) energy fields of the human being.

ANGULAR EFFECTS OF THE SUN

The experiments of the stability of the measurement was also made. It was found that certain yearly and daily stations of the sun effect upon the motion of the pendulum. The sun strengthens one time in the day -- between at 16.00-16.30 o'clock Finnish time all the Gmg-energy fields. The sun is then (in Finland) in the position which deviates from the West about 20°, as about its orbit's inclination from the equator. I have not tested if the sun effects also at the 4.00-4.30 Finnish time, but it can be worth of testing. Also the day of the summer solstice and the day when the sun is farthest away from the earth was found to effect upon the motion of the pendulum. The former day effect upon the right hand measurement and the latter upon the left hand measurement. The day of the summer solstice is thus to be noted not only of astronomical reasons but also Gmg-energetical. Perhaps the builders of the Stonehenge monument knew it.

Both the mass and energy have (produce) the Gmg-energy fields. The Gmg-energy field of the masses can be strengthened by the different types of the energies such as the warming, the sun's light energy, the voices of the radio; probably it can be strengthened by all types of energies, although I am not sure for example that of neutrinos. It was found that the warming effects upon the Gmg-energy fields: 1. as upon magnetism, and 2. as upon gravity.

The electricity was found to produce both Mg (magnet) and Gmg-energy field. The poles of the Mg-energy field are horizontal, but theses of the Gmg-energy field are vertical. These energy fields do not disappear just when setting off the energy flow. The disappearing of the Mg- and Gmg-energy field takes different times; the time is shorter for Gmg-energy field.

Also the rooms of the house have Gmg-energy fields of their own. It was hypothesized that the different motion of the pendulum in the different positions of the room (GmgRNS-GmgREW -- clockwise and anticlockwise circulation) shows the differences of the strength of the room's energy field, because the strengthening of the voice of the radio gives such type of results. The Gmg-energy field of the room made by different materials differ in the strength; the greater the masses the wider the GmgREW-zones in the GmgR-energy fields.

The figure 9 shows the Gmg-energy field of the horseshoe magnet. I found it by thinking that magnet must have also Gmg-
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energy field and thinking that the pendulum gets from my hands two types of energy, one electro-magnetic, another gravitational. I thought forth that the pendulum reacts to the magnet fields by its electromagnetic energy component and to the gravity field by its gravitational energy component. So I must minimize the electromagnetic energy component the pendulum gets from my eyes and hands in order to measure the Gmg\textsubscript{true} -energy field, which I thought to be gravitational or at less strength gravitational, if it is unified field of magnetism and gravity.

Thought right or wrong, at any case I found empirically the Gmg\textsubscript{true} -energy field of the horseshoe magnet such as I have thought it to be.

Magnetic fields and Gmg-fields have certain relations to each other as are seen in figures 5 and 6, which show Gmg\textsubscript{R} -energy field of the small play earth ball. The ball was not a magnet but a little magnetic due to its iron part.

The relationship is also seen in the figures 8 and 9, which show Gmg-energy fields of the magnet. They make one to think, is the relationship like that described by Bernoulli (the sum of magnetism and the gravity is constant)?

My results make be believe that the Gmg-energy fields are fields of masses and energy. Also the experiments concerning the Gmg-energy fields between two masses are such. It seems that energized masses also radiate energies. I got also results concerning the Gmg-energy fields of the earth or perhaps also wider universum (see figures 1la ja 1lb), which I ought not to have been got. But perhaps it is due to holography not impossible to measure in one position (at Karjalohja, Finland, 60° 13' north and 23°44' east) the Gmg-energy fields of the earth.

The Gmg-energy fields of the earth is hypothesized to have poles as other Gmg-energy fields have. The contrary circulation of the wind on the north and sough halves of the earth might mean that there is in the earth's Gmg-energy field also up and down differences, although I cannot empirically measure that.

It seems that the Gmg\textsubscript{true} -energy field of the earth regulates the state of the earth in the universum. The equator of the Gmg\textsubscript{true} -field of the earth shows the earth's vertical state and pole axel of it shows the orbit level of the earth. It is before thought to be function
of the gravity. Is the \( \text{Gmg}^{\text{true}} \)-energy field that field we have called gravity field.

My address is now: Annikki Talikka, Sofielundsvagen 37, 3 tr.
214 25 Malmo, Sverige (Sweden).

Kuvio 3a. Huoneen seinien, lattian ja
lävistäjälävistäjen \( \text{Gmg}^\text{R} \)-energiakenttäkuvioit. (The \( \text{Gmg}^\text{R} \)-energy fields of the walls, the floor, and the diagonal zones of the rooms).

Kuvio 3b. Huoneen \( \text{Gmg}^\text{R} \)-energiakentän
osakuvioita. (The figures of the rooms' \( \text{Gmg}^\text{R} \)-energy field).

South wall  West wall
North wall   East wall
The Floor  Diagonal zones

1) \( o \) means that the pendulum circulates; \( \Rightarrow \) and \( \wedge \) means that the pendulum goes to and fro on the east-west axle; white areas mean that the pendulum goes to and fro on the north-south axle. \( \text{EW} \) and \( \text{NS} \) mean \( \text{Gmg}^\text{EW} \) and \( \text{Gmg}^\text{NS} \). They deviate clockwise from \( \text{MgNS} \) and \( \text{MgEW} \) about 3.25°/60°.

Kuvio 11a. \( \text{Gmg}^\text{R} \)-energiakenttä; mahdolllisesti maan \( \text{Gmg}^\text{R} \)-kenttä. (The \( \text{Gmg}^\text{R} \)-energy field, probably the \( \text{Gmg}^\text{R} \)-energy field of the earth).

Kuvio 11b. Teoreettinen \( \text{Gmg}^\text{R} \)-energiakenttä; mahdollisesti maan \( \text{Gmg}^\text{R} \)-kenttä. (The theoretical \( \text{Gmg}^\text{R} \)-energy field, probably \( \text{Gmg}^\text{R} \)-energy field of the earth).
PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT GUIDE
By Gerald B. Bringle

Do you feel you are a round peg in a square hole, or that you are a misfit in life? Perhaps you have been passed up for promotions on the job. Or, perhaps you still can't find yourself. And even having problems with the love relationships in your life.

Almost everyone in the world wants to know: "Who am I?" and "What am I?" Or, "What's wrong with me, anyway?" and "Why can't I be important?" Or, "Why don't they like me?" Along with a few hundred more questions like these.

In general, people have the mistaken belief that they should always consult a professional in practically all matters pertaining to their everyday lives. They have made so many mistakes that have left them afraid to be decisive for themselves. They want someone to "tell" them what to do.

We are dealing with personality development here. And how to cope with it in our lives, should we happen to be one of those people who have a strong hemispheric lateralization, other than what is considered normal.

Traditionally, women have greater right brain, or right hemispheric lateralization. And traditionally, men have left brain, or left hemispheric lateralization.

Researchers are now turning up new evidence that the timing of sexual maturity may affect the degree of lateralization of the brain. As the brain develops, the right and left sides carry out their individual functions in increasing isolation from each other. (See the included chart.)

Children who mature sexually, either early or late, will have difficulty all their lives due to the characteristics normally attributed to their gender never being fully developed. It lags behind.

Boys usually have greater mathematical aptitude and poor verbal abilities. Boys who are early bloomers have primarily right brain lateralization. And as they go through life, they have a great deal of confusion due to their having a man's body with a woman's mind. They can function like a man, but their interests are traditionally the things attributed to a woman. Woman's work. Early blooming boys also have more verbal and language skills. This has to do with hormone secretions produced at the time of puberty.
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As they reach maturity, if they are interested in the fine arts, they are good poets, mystery writers, preachers, singing evangelists, clothes designers (not tailors), politicians, businessmen (not accountants), chefs (not cooks), salespeople, clerks, musicians, and male vocalists. If they go into journalism, these are the muck rakers. In gardening, they prefer to grow flowers rather than vegetables.

They are neat dressers. Their hobbies will be indoor types, such as stamp and coin collecting rather than the outdoor sports of hunting and fishing.

These are also the romantics. Atmosphere is important, and when eating out, they prefer nice places. They are the wine drinkers rather than whiskey, scotch or bourbon.

They are good church people and will be good leaders in the church group, and will be part of some kind of religious sect all their lives. However, should they be exposed to the occult influence or mysteries early in their lives, they will take that path. Depending, of course, which influence was present in their life, religious or the mysteries, when they felt the need to be "a part of," or were searching for something.

These men make good lovers, as they can play both the active and the passive roles. They also are not fighters. In wartime these are the conscientious objectors, not the draft resisters.

Their physical appearance is usually sloping shoulders and large hips. They talk out of the left side of their mouths. (The right brain controls the left side of the body.) They can even be feminine acting.

Predominantly right brain lateralization in a man has nothing to do with their sexual preferences. Just because they have right brain lateralization doesn't automatically make them homosexual. Men who are really sissified or homosexual have reversed body polarization, which is a biological malfunction and isn't connected with what we are dealing with here.

Men with a strong right brain lateralization will migrate to sports that require good hand and eye coordination, such as baseball, jogging, rowing, tennis, swimming, golf, etc. etc. etc. They will stay away from contact sports, such as wrestling, football, basketball, and sports that require speed and strength, traditionally the masocism sports.

Girls who are late bloomers have a greater math ability potential. As they reach maturity they will have a strong left brain lateralization and are usually career types. They make good typists, seamstress and other skills that require good motor-skill coordination. They are usually good lab technicians, scientists,
lawyers, executive secretaries, aviation controllers, truck drivers, real estate brokers, school teachers, school principals, construction workers, policewomen. Anything that is traditionally a male associated function.

These are the realists and status seekers. They are not the religionist or occultist, and not interested in the mysteries of life. "Things" are important to them.

They like to watch contact sports and may even play in strenuous sports and partake in active competitive sports, such as roller skating, basketball, wrestling, motorbike riding, car racing, et cetera.

These are the feminists and are aware of male chauvinism. They are for abortion. They don't want the male image, doctors, or government having to make the decision over their bodies. They want equal pay for equal work because they feel they can perform as well as any man.

They are inclined to be attracted to outdoor activities, camping, boating, and other thrill sports. And they stay away from indoor hobbies, such as flower arrangements, knitting, book reading, et cetera.

They make good cooks in institutions but not good nutritionists. If they garden, they want to have a vegetable garden rather than flowers. They like to raise animals, such as horses, big animals rather than small animals, like rabbits, guinea pigs and birds. They like parties and large crowds of people, city dwelling, expensive houses, big cars.

Physically they have square shoulders and slim hips. They talk out of the right side of their mouths. (Left brain controls the right side of the body.) They dress in unisex clothes, cowboy clothes, business suits.

If left brain women take adult education classes, they will take traditionally male oriented classes; silversmithing, welding, geology, ambulance driving. They make good EMT's as they can perform a service call well; scoop and carry. However, they haven't the compassion that a nurse would have. They are humanitarians, do-gooders, rather than sympathetic.

Heavy left brain women are not particularly good lovers, although, they like a lot of sex, often. They use sex for self-gratification rather than the emotional security they would receive from "making love." A strong left brained woman will really tear up a strong right brained man in a very short period of time.

There are many things I haven't gone into, such as the correlation between astrology and hemispheric lateralization of the brain.
for one. Other things I don't go into for our purpose here is south-paws and other physical traits, phobias, depressions, and other environmental related subjects. I hope that what I have covered here will prove beneficial to us all.

Personality Evaluation Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mental</th>
<th>Right Brain</th>
<th>Left Brain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pleasure Field</td>
<td>Work Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imbalance</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotic</td>
<td>Intuition</td>
<td>Study, think</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Personality</td>
<td>Facade</td>
<td>Rational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>Game Player</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogmatic</td>
<td>Evangelical</td>
<td>Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctrinaire</td>
<td>Charismatic</td>
<td>Seek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremist</td>
<td>Mesmerized</td>
<td>knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perversion</td>
<td>by illusion</td>
<td>Intellectual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frivolous</td>
<td>Entertainment seeker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worshipping society</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra-patriotic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easily depressed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatalist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotional</th>
<th>Right Brain</th>
<th>Left Brain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ego mania</td>
<td>Status seeker</td>
<td>Manual labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No conscious</td>
<td>Shelter-comfort</td>
<td>Will not take responsibility of people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selfish</td>
<td>Food-glutton</td>
<td>Realist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jealousy</td>
<td>Sex-sensuality</td>
<td>Do-gooder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsession</td>
<td>No responsibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignorance</td>
<td>Passion-lust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over-indulgence</td>
<td>Welfare-gimme</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-sightedness</td>
<td>Party people</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socialite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical</th>
<th>Right Brain</th>
<th>Left Brain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manual labor</td>
<td>Workaholic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ego mania</td>
<td>Status seeker</td>
<td>Physical illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No conscious</td>
<td>Shelter-comfort</td>
<td>Martyr:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selfish</td>
<td>Food-glutton</td>
<td>Political</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jealousy</td>
<td>Sex-sensuality</td>
<td>Economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsession</td>
<td>No responsibility</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignorance</td>
<td>Passion-lust</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over-indulgence</td>
<td>Welfare-gimme</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-sightedness</td>
<td>Party people</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socialite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above chart is by no means complete, but it can easily be adjusted in accordance with one's own level of understanding. And you can figure out dual personalities using this chart.
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THE UFO CONNECTION, HOW MANY INVESTIGATORS HAVE IT?

By Barbara Schutte, Contactee

In the midst of an increasing number of abductions coming to the attention of UFO research, I submit this article in order that all Ufologists be aware of the fact that abductee-contactee cases are not just a "civilian" problem to Ufology.

You see, as a person I find myself in the strange but wondrous position of mother, nurse, UFO investigator, abductee and contactee, in that order. I strongly suspect that other UFO investigators may soon learn of their own "UFO connection". Perhaps one of you reading this article will be caused to wonder about some puzzling past events that bothered you in some way.

I first became aware of my possible UFO connection at the CUFOS Conference in September 1981, with Jim Harder of APRO. Two nights after my return from that conference I had a strange and horrifyingly real nightmare. I afterward discovered bruises, soreness, and an illness that kept me from work for four days. These things led me to believe that I had indeed been physically abducted from my home. Then an unexplained depression set in and worsened. By the end of October it was obvious to myself and others that I would have to have professional help; so I made arrangements to meet with Dr. Leo Sprinkle, at the University of Wyoming in Laramie. Through hypnotic regression with him, we learned that I had indeed been abducted two days after the Chicago CUFOS conference, and also twice before! Since that time I have explored another abduction in January 1982.

The first known abduction was in 1959 at the age of eight. I was examined by an alien. A sample of flesh was taken from the first finger of my left hand -- the scar remains to this date. We became friends. The alien told me he would see me again. He would teach me what I needed to know later, and that some day I would be doing important work. When I grew up I would understand.

The second known abduction was on April 17, 1973. There was a time-loss involved. I was dematerialized in my car and taken out up through the roof in an alien craft. I was in various rooms, with smaller alien types and with the same alien as in my childhood experience of 1959. After the examination I told the aliens I would do my best not to disappoint them. I was returned to my car through the roof.

The third known abduction was on September 29, 1981. This time there was some conscious recall. Taken from home onto alien craft. Drugged for complete neurological exam. Implantation. Signal given:
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Pain in head down neck, arm, hand would move automatically and I would write. Hence, UFO-clinical services. Physical evidence: bruises, soreness, dizziness, nausea, general malaise, sores, ect. Scar at level of 8th thoracic vertebrae present at this date. X-ray shows compression of 8th thoracic vertebrae dorsally.

The fourth known abduction, January 22, 1982. Local hypnotist did regression. Taken from home, floated across cornfield into craft; examination with particular interest in wrists and fingers; wires or tubes attached to the forehead and fed information; a tube into body and could feel fluid or drug going through arm; sensation of crawling skin associated with electricity; same alien being as in childhood and 1973 abductions plus taller, dark-clothed beings. The info fed to me was preparatory for the Camp David conference on UFOlogy, Feb. 19, 1982. The physical traces of the abduction were bruises on inner parts of both left and right arm with puncture or needle marks, non-visible at this date but witnessed by people in the medical profession.

I say known abductions but I have impressions of four other occasions which have not been explored at this time. I consider myself a contactee due to mediation with an alien intelligence, automatic writing, and three channelings of information sessions with Dr. Sprinkle present at each session.

**UNIQUE IS THE WORD!**

One UFO researcher shared concern with me on revealing a possible abduction of an investigator. "I've been at this so long that I'm afraid I would be accused of making it up from all of my previous research!" I agree, one might be accused of such. There appears to be many similarities in abductions; however, an abduction is a unique experience, planned for each individual. I don't feel that we shall ever find two abductions exactly alike.

As for myself I have been a UFO investigator for about two years. I've been through a lot, done a lot, both bad but more good in those two years. Some things have been done by choice, other things not by choice. In my research I avoided abduction accounts because I did not believe them and they frightened me. Once I have more fully explored my own experiences I will be able to truly study abduction accounts more comfortably.

Other UFOlogists have expressed interest and concern and have helped as they could. I am deeply appreciative. I hardly feel that I am capable of investigating my own experiences, objectively; but I believe they occurred, and are real only to someone who has had an abduction. My sincerest hope is that fellow investigators who often wonder why they are still at this UFO business after all these years -- or feel they may have had an abduction -- will explore the possibility and discover their true "UFO connection".

The sighting of three huge red lights in the sky triggered an insatiable curiosity in me, more than just a curiosity about UFOs but about the world, the universe! This curiosity led me to become
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a UFO investigator for the Center For UFO Studies, Mutual UFO Network and the formation of a local UFO study group. My activity was not confined to investigating sightings only but spread to speaking engagements, writing several papers and contact with others interested in the phenomenon, from coast to coast and abroad.

AWAKENING TO ANOTHER REALITY

One of these contacts suggested I may have been abducted. What an insult! He was associating me with that "less than popular" theory of extraterrestrial contact. As a rookie of Ufology I backed down until that alarming event of September 1981. The possibility of being a contactee myself was now staring me in the face! I had to know for my own sanity and peace of mind.

Working with Dr. Leo Sprinkle and under hypnosis we learned that the event was an abduction! -- the real cause of my having been sick for a week or so, with those burns and bruises. In retrospect, this was my "awakening". It was then also I learned of my UFO connection as early as the age of eight.

Had I known of these events when they occurred the reaction and integration would have been disastrous due to family life and circumstances. The time of the awakening, triggered by the UFO sighting, was of a purpose, making sense out of things that had puzzled me before.

I could now consciously communicate with this "friend from childhood", who had patiently waited for my acceptance of communication through automatic writing, trance, telepathy and auto-drawing. Hard lessons were learned. Most important were: That I have free will always; to go with my God-given intuition; to be with God and His teachings; that I am an individual.

I also learned that Ufology is not all it is cracked up to be; things are happening in this world that shouldn't be happening but are; also, there is a definite Spiritual meaning to the UFO phenomenon. As has happened to many other investigators and contactees; my phone and my friends' phones have been bugged, my mail and packages have been tampered with; my job and associated legal matters have had strange intercessions; my medical records have either disappeared or been unexplainably altered; tests were performed under the order of an unknown doctor; and there was unorthodox surgery.

Through the past year and a half my "friend from childhood", Quaazgaw and I, have gotten to know each other. This is not his real name, but their name for Teacher, and there are others. The relationship we have is unique from other friendships. He has given me constant encouragement and has shown concern. He, too, is under the aus-
pices of higher beings and has been reprimanded on occasion, as have others. I have scolded him. He has scolded me. He's been happy, sad, frustrated, embarrassed, but never openly. He's given us information that has checked out to be true. When we ask, he answers, or finds out.

He has protected me, no more dramatically than his warning two days prior to a severe bout of pneumonia, but I wouldn't listen to his urgency in seeing a doctor. He's very proud of his students on his home planet of Omega-3, where he teaches what we call biochemistry and physics.

DUPLICITY? CONCESSION? CONVERSION?

Most importantly, and I can think of no greater advice for any contactee, Quaazgaw has been challenged and has acknowledged Jesus Christ in the flesh on this planet. He acknowledges God and his Son's teachings.

This time is in the end of an Age and the beginning of a New Age. It's time for the individual to sum up his life and prepare for the great events that lie just ahead. When all has been said and done in this phenomena, it is you that is important. You may advise your readers of my address and phone number should they have any further questions. 1525 Grand, Davenport, Iowa 52803

* * *

Jesus Christ may be the Savior of Christians on this planet -- as is Buddha for the Buddhists, Krishna for the Hindus, Zoroaster for the Mohammedans, Chenrezigs for Tibetan lamas, etc. but Omega-3 has its own solar and planetary Logoi, not to mention the lesser gods or Masters who make up that planetary hierarchy -- whose legions have invaded the earth and are carrying on subversive activities -- of which your abductions are a good example. You tell us of these four invasions of your privacy and the brutal physical examinations which left you wounded, black and blue and sick for a week. I would not call this Christian behavior. Rather you have a certain value to Them as a source of information about human beings in Their collection of data, derived from cold, unfeeling scientific research. The only thing that excuses Quaazgaw's treatment of you is that you are an E.T., one of them, who chose to to experience life fully on earth by birth through an earth mother and father -- and of course lost all memory of any other existences, anywhere.

Thanks for another revelation, over the phone, that the tiny metal implant in your head -- a radioactive homing device for the convenience of the Omegans -- has been discovered by the medical authorities at your local hospital. This by X-rays not authorized by your doctor. It would seem from this that Radiologists at all hospitals have been alerted and when an implant shows up in a head X-ray, to immediately notify a certain government agency, which sends its own medical experts to conduct secret and unauthorized examinations of the contactee, and to add to the list of those kept under surveillance.
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SHE HAS THE ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM OF UFOs

"I have the answer to the problem of the construction of UFOs. It is the result of ideas and testing by my husband who was an Electrical-Mechanical engineer. My husband died in 1976 and had just begun testing when he died, but his plan is still valid and I would like to sell the idea for One Million Dollars. I had already written an article on the many sightings we had had and the deductions we had made. After my husband died I researched his work and wrote Part II. Everything I found supports his conclusions and his plans. This is what I plan to sell. I seek, not only someone who can purchase but someone who also has development capital. Can you help? I look forward to your reply. Thank you for your effort on behalf of this idea and, hopefully, to a successful development of the idea."

Brunhilde Klingenschmidt
Mt. Misery, New Jersey

I could stir up some pen pals for you, sweet, but in my opinion it is suicide to invest a million dollars in such an enterprise, with any hope of recovering the money by public exploitation of such a radical, cheap, universally available source of power. Apparently you haven't seriously considered the reasons for your husband's untimely death. The business buccaneers who run America's corporations don't take kindly to anyone whose invention is a threat to their monopoly control of energy.

On the other hand, if you wish to share your husband's invention with the world, I'll be glad to publish technical details in the Journal so research and development can be carried on privately in hundreds of places on the globe. That's free enterprise.

MIRO GEARS UP FOR 1984, IN 1983

The headline in the San Diego County section of the Los Angeles "Times" for May 12, 1983 says: "Raid On S.D. Law Office Prompts National Outcry By Attorneys". Criminal lawyers around the nation are expressing concern and dismay over the removal of hundreds of confidential records by federal agents from the home and office of a San Diego attorney implicated in a drug ring. Agents of the Drug Enforcement Administration and the Internal Revenue Service searched the San Diego offices of lawyer Philip A. DeMassa for three days last month and spent five hours at DeMassa's home.

"The agents took away 95 cartons of documents that contained 1,100 case files, most of which involved confidential records from cases unrelated to the alleged drug conspiracy, according to DeMassa's
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attorneys. They also seized DeMassa's telephone directory, his wedding photos, a box of cigars, his home movies and his son's T-shirt, which depicted the emblem of the Toronto Maple Leafs hockey team but which the agents maintained was a marijuana plant. Agents spent two nights in DeMassa's office and also photographed clients entering the building, which houses five other attorneys...

"Barry Tarlow, a lawyer representing DeMassa, filed an $11-million civil lawsuit against the government after the searches were conducted. The lawyer called the agent's action 'the most outrageous law office search in the history of the country'. Tarlow also filed suit on behalf of DeMassa's clients, who contend that their criminal cases have been irreparably harmed by government agents having access to their confidential files. A brief filed on behalf of trial lawyers in Massachusetts, Oregon, Texas and Minnesota accused the government of having 'ransacked' DeMassa's home and office and said it was 'a scene more fitting of Gdansk (Poland) than San Diego'...

"Gerald F. Uelman, president of California Attorneys for Criminal Justice, said that by raiding a lawyer's office such as DeMassa's, the government is destroying the attorney-client privilege. 'If I were an attorney practicing in San Diego, I'd be afraid to keep files in my office,' Uelman said. 'I think they are creating a reign of terror. Across the country we're seeing a lot of attorneys being targeted and questioned about their client relationships, all in the name of cracking down on drug trafficking. The attorney-client relationship is no different for drug trafficking than any other crime.'"

AMERICA'S SIBERIA, COURTESY OF THE U.S. SENATE

From the March 1962 issue of "Showers of Blessings", by Charles B. Hudson: "Senator Barry Goldwater (Republican-Arizona) is being promoted in the conservative press as the foremost candidate for the presidency of the United States in 1964. He led in putting over the Alaska Mental Health Act -- as vicious a piece of legislation as ever appeared before the Senate. Known as HR 6376, it was passed by the Senate (June 7, 1956) with only seven senators, and less than 15 minutes debate, with no attempt to have a quorum present, and by an unrecorded voice vote. (The other Senators were) Richard L. Neuberger, Henry M. Jackson, Lyndon B. Johnson, William L. Langer, W. Kerr Scott and George W. Smathers.

"This anti-Christ bill provides that (American citizens) may be picked up on the streets or removed from their homes without trial, and sent to Alaska for incarceration somewhere on the million acres transferred to the Alaskan government which can use the $12,500,000 of your tax dollars to keep them there... All those who voted for it should be consigned to huts scattered over those million acres. This act is for the 'insane', but the words 'insane' and 'insanity' appear nowhere in the text. That concentration camp is intended for psychiatrist-labelled 'mentally unbalanced'... It is indeed the 'Siberia' the conspirators have selected for their enemies in the western world..."
RESTRICTED TO OUR POSTAL ZONES?

"Did you see that horrendous movie on television last week, called 'V'? They are getting the people ready to believe any mass appearance of Flying Saucers will be from our 'enemies' a faithful reproduction of George Orwell's '1984' for sure. About 10 years ago when we lived in Arizona, a friend's chiropractor told her on more than one occasion that before too long we would all be restricted to the area of our Zip codes. A lot of red-blooded Americans are not going to put up with that. Barbed wire around our borders? I wonder if that may come true next year?

"Regarding Orwell's book, my mentor for six years, Dr. John H. Dequer, was personally acquainted with George Orwell in England, who told him that the original title was 1948; but the Powers That Be told him that was too soon to fit into Their time-table; so he transposed the title to '1984' which, as we can see from subsequent history, comes closer to the political and economic realities of today."

G.F., Salem, Oregon

If MIRO does put such a Postal Zone restriction into effect, there will be a reverse migration of thousands of Americans into Mexico! And, for the first time in the history of the three nations, the borders between Mexico and the United States, and between the United States and Canada, will be fortified. We must have our Caesar.

TIME FOR THE E.T.'s TO COME OUT OF THE CLOSET

"We welcome you to the first Star People Festival to be at the University Hilton in Los Angeles in the spring of 1983. The information channeled to me in recent months indicates that there are some 15,469,000 star people residing on planet Earth at this time. Of those, I am one. Out of the majority of star people only three or four million have any inkling of their connections beyond this earth and of the missions they are to fulfill at the close of the 20th Century and the founding of the Sixth Root Race of man. In my work as a psychic consultant and in my daily life, I find that most star people feel very lonely, fearful, alienated on this planet and hide their real natures for fear of rejection by society as a whole and those they love dearly.

"At the time of the Star People Festival, I am publicly declaring myself as an extraterrestrial intelligence and multidimensional being. I encourage star people everywhere to come out of the closet so to speak and join us in a time of learning and fun where our individual and collective roots in the cosmos will become progressively clear along with our roles in the destiny of mankind as a whole.

"If you feel you are a star person, contact us. If you know friends who are star people, encourage them to contact us and join the Star People Society. We are on the biggest talent search in history and need your help to find and unify the star people during this end time. You are welcome to call my number (213) ET2-UF08 on a
24-hour basis. Remember, there are people out here waiting to join hands with their brothers and sisters from the universe. Good luck, God speed, and let the sun shine in and out to free yourselves and this planet. May you be blessed, one and all."

Chrystal Starling

The Star People Festival was held in Los Angeles, April 9 and 10. We understand attendance was not up to expectations, but a beginning has been made for ETs to consciously link up with each other. If you wish to keep in touch with these people the address on the Festival announcement was PO Box 315, 3610 W. 6th St., Los Angeles, CA 90020. The announcement we received was mailed from Star People Festival, PO Box 2311, Sedona, Arizona 86336.

FROM STARS TO COMETS, IRAS-ASAKI-ALCOCK, A SIDEREAL IDIOT

To occultists, comets have have long been known to be "influences acting on human evolution", and this recent one may well have been a solar system garbage collector, as suggested in significant passages in Dion Fortune's "Cosmic Doctrine":

"The astrology of comets has been little worked out and would repay attention. The best method of calculation is through the spectroscopic record of a comet. This will enable its chemical composition to be deduced, and the proportions of the elements will give the necessary clue to its nature, especially the proportion of the metals, which, being referred to their appropriate correspondences, will furnish the key to the problem of good and evil, the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge. . .

"The comets, it may be said, are aggregates of atoms drawn together by means of the electrical disturbance occasioned by the influence of Entities upon subtler planes. These Entities are great cosmic Beings that have no matter of the seventh Cosmic plane in their composition and therefore cannot form a universe which perceptible to the physical senses of the first plane of a Solar evolution.

"Comets do not generate a group soul which can evolve. They are Sidereal Idiots. Artificial elementals are their souls and they are concerned -- certain of them -- with Cosmic scavenging. To them are sent those rare units of an evolution which, by the persistent misuse
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of epigenesis, have dedicated themselves to destruction. The comet in its orbit takes such souls to the outermost bounds of the Cosmos where in there are no influences to which they can react, and the Cosmic atom-images which go to the building of their component parts cease to be reflected.

"That is the Unknown Death. Such units cease to be -- completely and there is no reincarnation or fresh start. Even their karma is disintegrated and touches not the Group Spirit. It is said of such that they exchange their planet for a comet. They elect to go far and fast, but they go too far and too fast for their forces of cohesion, and the comet to which they have yoked themselves when it returns again to the sphere of our solar system is found to be without them."

In a smaller way this was one of the dangers that faced the astronauts when they headed for the Moon in the Apollo program, that out there in the immensity of space they might lose their sense of mission and even their identity! Thus the importance of being in constant touch with Ground Control and the reminder that they haven't been forgotten. Those two principles of conscious existence are doubly important in Space: "Where am I?" and "How am I doing?" When we get no answers reflected back to us by our environment, we are headed toward oblivion.

CONTRA-GRAVITY BY HYPNOSIS, IN CALIFORNIA

"While I was staying with cameraman Fred Bell in Laguna Beach, he made a video tape of a magic show. He let others help him so that we -- if anyone -- would've seen the faking if there'd been any. There just wasn't. We had full run and camera view at any angle of the stage which was a makeshift, circular affair in the middle of an auditorium. This lovely oriental model comes out in a leotard, ponytail and in deep hypnotic trance. Good showman, the magician, 'Shhh, don't wake her!' To the audience.

"She climbs onto a chair and stands there. Magician props a broom, bristles up, under each armpit and removes the chair. She hangs there, Okay. Then he removes the brooms and she just goes on hanging there. We have seven minutes of tape showing her in midair, motionless, asleep -- just because she did not know it was impossible!

"The magician's name escapes me, but he was not quite the run-of-the-mill, deceitful slicko of the 'Amazing Randy' type. We know Randy too, from East Coast Mensa, and the really amazing thing about him is that anyone could take his armor-headed vituperation seriously. That is the disheartening thing about Uri Geller-smearing, which Randy has succeeded into making a worldwide sport. Uri is genuine, make no mistake, and has never been caught cheating despite more public paranormal performances than any other human being on record. As described in Michael Brown's book, 'PK', when reporters persevere in asking Randy to duplicate Uri's clearest effects, as he claims 'any competent magician can do', Randy loses his temper, yells that he can't, and slams the phone down. Randy has demonstrated some tricks but never any Uri's or any Geller-children's documented feats.
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"I'm glad you see Randi for what he is, too. I was dumbstruck to find that State University science staff here, plus VIM's own advisors eat him and Gardiner up. We can see them for the left-brain havoc-raisers they are! Can these poor educated men be smart and listen to them?? They don't want human liberty! They really don't! How not, Riley? How can they have a reputation for smartness and be for bondage? How can they have such intellects and yet not see?"

C.L., Santa Rosa, California

Western education is based on the fallacious concepts of absolute time and absolute space. Einstein started his revolution of Space Age consciousness back in the early 1900s with concepts of Relative Time and Relative Space; but the academic and professional world really hasn't caught up with him yet; so educated men and women may be smart, may be intellectual, but not intelligent. They don't want to "see" the Relativity demonstrated in Geller's psychokinetic feats because it is deeply disturbing to their basic beliefs; so they welcome any criticism, any debunking of real magick.

But remember, Dion Fortune reminds us that Evil gives Good a thrust-block by which to move forward in Evolution. Without this resistance there would be no movement! Early Theosrophists were disturbed by the public controversy which raged around the real magickal feats of H.P. Blavatsky. She was a materializing medium who could produce real psycho-kinetic phenomena, under her control. Geller hasn't reached that stage yet. The Mahatmas of the Himalayas reminded those Theosophists that in the long run, the publicity would help the Society by attracting the attention and sympathetic interest of intelligent people who would thus be awakened to the existence of the Ancient Wisdom.

THE FATHER OF RUSSIAN FLYING SAUCERS?

LA "Times", May 21, 1983: "Moscow -- The wife of banished Nobel laurate Andrei D. Sakharov said Friday that both she and her husband are suffering from heart ailments, and she urged Western governments to pressure the Kremlin to allow them to be hospitalized together in Moscow. . . . Sakharov, one of the Soviet Union's most distinguished scientists, was banished to the city of Gorky, 250 miles east of Moscow, in 1980 in an effort to silence his criticism of Soviet foreign policy and human rights practices. . . . Sakharov played a key role in development of the Soviet hydrogen bomb in the 1950s. On May 11, the official news agency Tass said that Sakharov 'is deprived of the possibility of making foreign trips' because he possess state and military secrets. However, Sakharov has said repeatedly that his access to state secrets ended in 1968 when he emerged publicly as an advocate of democratic reform in the Soviet Union."

But we learn from Stan Deyo, in his book "The Cosmic Conspiracy", that Andrei Sakharov was also one of the leading scientists in the Russian super-secret program for the conquest of Gravity, equally ominous in its threat of radical change for mankind. On page 22 Deyo writes: "The Russians have never been one to be left out. They have
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resorted to many types of subterfuge to obtain the secrets of anti-gravity propulsion systems. To this end, they enticed one of the west's most brilliant physicists, a former 'member of the fathers of the hydrogen-bomb group' to defect to Russia in 1950. As it turns out, he was a KGB employee, his name: Dr. Bruno Pontecorvo.

"Since at least 1961, it has been known by the CIA that Pontecorvo had successfully demonstrated a gravitic aircraft (which had no engine) for the Russians. It has also been passed to this author by former intelligence personnel that the chief of all Russian anti-gravity research is Dr. Andrei Sakharov. His American counterpart has been identified to this author by American intelligence agents as Dr. Edward Teller who has worked in close association with more than fifty U.S. anti-gravity research programs since the early 1950s."

It's no secret that the U.S. Air Force funded an anti-gravity research program at Martin Aircraft Co., Baltimore in 1955 under the direction of George Trimble; and that they had developed flyable Saucers by the early 1960s; but there are indications that operation of these super-secret vehicles is severely limited because of disastrous side-effects on nearby observers, much worse than those reported by contactee Barbara Schütte elsewhere in this issue of the Journal.

"UFO COVERUP RUINS LIVES OF THREE"

New York "News World", Feb. 5, 1983 issue, article by Lucille de Saint Andre: "Two Texas women and a little boy, innocent victims of a cover-up, are fighting for their lives in a continuing saga of government UFO intransigence. They have now filed a $10 million damage claim against the Bergstrom U.S. Air Force Base near Austin, Texas in an incident so incredible that it seems to come right out of a sci-fi film."

"In what has been termed as perhaps the most significant encounter of this time by such eminent UFO investigators as Dr. J. Allen Hynek, director of the Center for UFO Studies, and McDonnell Douglas space engineer John Schuessler, the victims suffered considerable radiation poisoning that has doctors groping in the dark about what treatment to give them. They could be helped if their suit succeeds in obtaining related documents under the Freedom of Information Act so the nature of their illness could be determined. All three have been in and out of hospitals since it happened.

"Betty Cash and Vickie Landrum, both in their fifties, and grandson Colby Landrum, 9, continue to suffer from severe emotional, physical and economic damage arising from their close encounter with the UFO they met on a bleak Monday winter evening, December 29, 1980, on a deserted stretch of a Texas road between New Caney and Huffman not far from Houston. They were on their way home from Dayton when their car was blocked by a huge, diamond-shaped UFO throwing forth red and orange flames from its bottom.

"The object was extremely bright,' they said, 'and appeared to be the size of a city water tank. It was approximately 60 to 80 feet
above the road.'

THE MICRO-WAVE OVEN EFFECT

"What happened next was the beginning of an ongoing nightmare that has altered the lives of all participants. They stopped the car, got out and stared at the UFO. It was now hovering at tree top level approximately 135 feet from them. Betty Cash, who was driving the car, felt intense and excruciating heat coming from the UFO. Vickie Landrum stood on the passenger side and clutched the boy to her. The boy was terrified and screamed for her to get back into the car. They both did and the boy hid on the floor. Betty Cash, after five minutes, got into the car but noted that the door handle was so hot she had to use her jacket to close it.

THE MILITARY ESCORT

"They followed the object which was moving westward. After some three miles they saw approximately 23 military-type helicopters, several of which appeared to be double rotary types, near the object. Finally the UFO disappeared and so did the helicopters.

"Betty dropped off Vickie and her grandson at their home then drove to her own home. She said her head felt as 'though it would burst'. Within hours she developed extreme and prolonged headaches, nausea, a swollen neck, red blotches on her face and head and swollen earlobes and eyelids. Her eyes closed completely and she could not see for several days. The red blotches became blisters of clear fluid.

"Betty and Vickie lost much of their hair. When it grew back it was weaker and grayer. Vickie's fingernails got holes. She developed a cataract in her right eye. Her left eye is much worse, says Schuessler who talks to her every week.

"'Every few months it gets worse. When this thing started she could see very well. She worked. She drove,' Schuessler said in a telephone interview from Texas. She was a very active, alert woman. She ran a restaurant and small grocery store. Betty Cash worked with her. Now they've closed both businesses. Since the incident they haven't worked one day.

"'They're not what you'd call educated people but they're very nice and have a good reputation. Aside from the blows to their health and their pocketbooks they've taken some abuse. People have given them a hard time,' Schuessler said. 'As far as the helicopters go (which have been identified as U.S. Army Chinook models, from Betty's and Vickie's and Colby's descriptions), we haven't been able to prove anything, so far. But we're confident they were helicopters. I'm positive 99 percent something happened. These people are not hoaxers... The boy is more afraid of helicopters now than of this big, glowing thing.

"When it first happened -- he was seven then -- we took him aside and we had him make little drawings of the 'copters. We talked to him alone without any of his relatives so no one could accuse him of
slanting things. He's a rugged, active, intelligent little guy; he gets good grades in school and the teachers like him; but he's terrified of 'copters. Once, shortly after it happened, I had his grandmother bring him down to the space center where I work.

"Then the big red and white coast guard helicopter came from the Gulf direction right over the space center. When he heard it and saw it he ducked and ran for the building. It was quite an automatic reaction. He completely panicked."

THIS "UFO" ONE OF OUR OWN?

"Schuessler, who's worked in the space craft field since 1962 and has been on every major space program in the country, feels this case doesn't fit the mold (of Extraterrestrial Visitors?) 'We're still looking for clues. It takes a lot of detective work. For instance, some of the pilots of those helicopters must have gotten hurt the same way these people were. I can't see how they could have been protected unless they wore special suits. Of course they'd be in military hospitals. We asked around the hospitals but got nowhere. If they died their families might talk.

"I really think that whatever it was it was out of control. If it was from Alpha Cantauri -- or from some Air Force base -- whatever, I haven't seen anything that looks like it. It fits the mold of what people think of as UFOs but UFOs don't put out radiation. The only radiation comes from countermeasures here and they're not generally deep or intensified enough to hurt people. If they were carrying something -- weapons or a high energy source platform that could explain it -- red and orange flames; but I can't find anything in any of the technical archives that looks this way.' Schuessler, who's deputy director of the Mutual UFO Network, in Seguin, Texas, insists it is a UFO in any classic sense of the word.

"In the meantime the two women and the little boy have not gotten better. . . The women have run out of money for treatment and they can't work to make money. Betty has moved to Alabama to live with her mother. Vicky feels she looks too terrible to reopen her restaurant or grocery store and moreover, can't see enough to hold a job. Her diagnosis reads: 'Radiation damage. Type and dosage unknown. Prognosis: Unknown at this time.'

"New York lawyer Peter Gersten, an authority on Freedom of Information Act requests regarding UFOs, hopes his administrative claim filed in December 1982 will open government files. . . So far the government has denied any knowledge of the helicopters at the scene and even extensive investigation led by Schuessler could not move any branch of the military to admit to the incident. . ."

The above news clip was reproduced in the March 1983 bulletin of the Cambridge UFO Research Group, Cambridge, Ontario, Canada, Bonnie Wheeler, president. Bonnie is researching a similar UFO sighting victim in her area, in November 1982, and the woman is undergoing treatment at the University Hospital, London, Ontario.
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ELF WAVE GENERATION AT HOME

To generate a magnetic ELF-field about the size of a living-room, you may buy Radio Schacks magnet-wire (stock no. 278-1345). Take the 30 gage wire and wind yourself a large coil on the floor. The coil should have a diameter of 6 ft. or so.

Connect your ELF-generator to the tape input of your stereo-amplifier and connect your 30-gage coil to the speaker output on either the left or right output. You may use the volume-control on your amplifier to increase or decrease the range and strength of your signal.

"PYRAMID POWER ALL BOTTLED UP"

"Canadian Jean St. Germain, the developer of the disposable baby bottle, started out making $2 and $5 roulette bets in Atlantic City. 'I was up more than $100,000 at one point,' he said, 'but I still think pyramid power can work here.' St. Germain kept the wheel spinning for a day and a half, and he was luckier than most. He walked out with his original $1,000 investment. Believers in pyramids say they emit magnetic energy that can be harnessed to control events. St. Germain is into pyramids. Literally. He had one built of granite and marble at a cost of $500,000 outside his home in St. Simon, Quebec, and spends about five minutes a week inside it.

"'It gives me a good rest and clears my mind,' St. Germain explained. As a warm-up for the roulette table, he stood for five hours in his pyramid while he chose a sequence of 2,000 numbers between 1 and 36. He won on the first thousand but lost on the second. It was his fault, he said. 'I became tired.' Next time, when he gets re-charged, 'I will pick fewer numbers and bet more on the early ones,' he vowed." (LA "Times", March 3, 1983).

PARLES VOU FRANCAIS?

"Dear Sir: Me fair parvenire of Catalogue sur Sciences Research, UFO of Catalogue Astronomie, je mainterresse beauce cons a la Science de Recherche. Receves mes salutations les plus Devones."

Mr. Sebbane Joel, FTM Petite Route de Marnavale, St. Dizier, 52100 France
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REPORT FROM THE ELECTRINIUM FOUNDATION

"It has been a long time since the last update, but I assure you we have been very busy. It seems that the minute we get a good start we get stymied in all directions. I suppose under today's circumstances that is to be expected. The Electriniun Battery is the top step on the free energy ladder and we may have to make a few lower steps before we can go over the top.

"Fortunately we have a large membership and a great many of them are interested in many things and on top of that, they are active. Late last year a number of them completed a very successful project that they called the Magnetic Distributor Generator. It is not hard to make, the materials for its construction are easily available and not costly. A number of these generators have been made and are now under test. At this date they are not perfected but are of great use in their present state and can be developed into a device of great value. Out of all the hundreds of new ideas I have studied this past five years I would put this generator right up next to the Electriniun Battery.

"I am enclosing the latest and updated plans for its construction and hope to hear that hundreds of you are using it to heat your homes next winter and drive your vehicles. Its just that easy. I planned last year that this report would go to you in January but I was stymied and stymied again in early February. In the later part of February I gave an order for 1000 booklets on this to be printed by one of our members in California. He shipped Feb. 23rd by UPS and that shipment was lost. He reprinted and made second shipment by UPS. That, too was lost. He made a partial shipment by US Mail, certified, and another batch by Greyhound bus. None of these shipments have been received, not even certified mail!

"Of course I lost all of the originals including pictures with those shipments. The material I am sending you -- I sure hope you get it -- was printed here in Springfield from old copies and I am not a bit happy with the results but it is the best we can do. The time may come here when we will no longer be able to communicate with each other. My Audio Letter from Dr. Peter Beter quit coming last fall, and earlier in the year the last issue of the magazine 'Energy Unlimited' came out and then it died without a word. I am beginning to realize it is later than you think! It may not be long when all sources of REAL INFORMATION are HUSHED and stilled forever!

"I would like very much to hear from each one of you, to hear that you will make use of the enclosed information, either personally or through friends. If we don't hear from you how can we know that our mail is delivered. How can we know that what we are doing is worth while. Write us a little letter, tell us what you are doing, send a little donation to help keep things rolling; but by all means, start making your own Magnetic Distributor Generator. If you get stuck, call on us but always send a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Money is really tight on this end now.
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"There are many of you who can complete this project quickly. We would like to get seminars started throughout the nation. Just as soon as you have completed a successful unit and feel capable of giving seminars, contact us and we will sponsor you. Many of you have the money and the experience towards small warehouse operation. There will be need for this in the near future, just as soon as we can get standardised. We hope to have do-it-yourself kits out some day. Some of you will have to make those kits and some of you will sell them. Let us work for ourselves and for the nation."

Arthur P. Summers, Electrinium Foundation of America, 850 No. 28th St., Springfield, Oregon 97477  503-747-5177

THE MAGNETIC DISTRIBUTOR GENERATOR

Today, the principle used to generate electricity from mechanical energy is much the same as it was 80 years ago. Electromagnetic induction: when a relative motion exists between a magnet and a wire, an e.m.f. is produced in the wire (according to the Right Hand rule). The problem with this principle is that when there is this relative motion, eddy-currents are produced in the conductor that oppose the motion (according to Lenz's law). These eddy-currents produce a net torque on the rotor that resists motion. Energy is used to overcome the resistance of the rotor, which reduces (limits) the efficiency of the generator. Now the problem put to the engineer is to produce a generator with no relative motion between the magnet and the wire, thus increasing efficiency by avoiding Lenz's law.

April 22, 1975 John W. Ecklin received patent number 3,879,622 for a Permanent Magnet Motion Conversion Device. This patent pertains to permanent magnet motors, however, a derivative of this original embodiment is the Stationary Armature Generator conceived by Ecklin. In this generator both the magnet and the wire are stationary, with the magnetic flux produced mechanically by a rotating iron shield.

The concept was interesting, yet, Ecklin himself had never built such a device. After reviewing the simplicity of the design, a quick trip to the hardware store produced a miniature test model consisting of two 10 lb.-pull horseshoe magnets, a bolt with many turns of 30 guage wire, and a tin shield. Spinning the rotor with a portable hand drill produced an output of 1.5 volts. Ecklin was correct. The principle works.

The MDG Project has grown from one pole in the Ecklin Sag 6 to four poles in the Paul Brown Report, giving a 400% gain in capacity and the more poles you add the more free and easier it runs. Paul Brown now has a 32-pole version under construction. The Generator is the product of many hands and its usability has been well proven now. Send for a copy of his report.
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NO ATOMIC WASTE IN SPACE

"Remember my asking you years ago if you knew anything about the nuclear material aboard Apollo 13 on its aborted trip to the Moon? I was glad to see it in your Jan-Feb Journal. At the time it happened I was in touch with a chap in the States, a very highly skilled electronics technician who was able to tune in to the space craft direct and so get the uncensored story. The Space people knew this and so the craft was made to break down, but not in any way to incapacitate the trip to the Moon and back, but to prevent the dumping of the barrel of atomic waste on the Moon. No radioactive material will be allowed in space. On the return they considered dumping the stuff -- would you believe it? -- on the north coast of New Zealand! The electronics man is dead now and so cannot support my story.

"In a recent letter to me Capt. Bruce Cathie writes that there have been 10,000 of his books on the grid put through the shredder, to keep his material out of circulation; and, he can't get anyone to print his newest book 'Gateway To Infinity'. He just might have to publish it himself. Hope he succeeds."

Les White, Nelson, New Zealand

Yes, the World Power Grid could be considered the Gateway to Infinity. It certainly was for the people who disappeared into the 4th Dimension in the Bermuda Triangle! There is a master crossing point of the Ley Lines off the coast of Florida. John Sinkiewicz, in the First Quarter issue of "Pursuit" magazine, gives the coordinates as 27°03' North and 75°59' West. With M1RO opposing his work it isn't likely that Capt. Cathie's earlier works, "Harmonic 33", "Harmonic 695", "The Pulse of the Universe" will be reprinted either.

THE HOLY WAR FOR DRUG MONEY IN LEBANON

Los Angeles "Times", May 14, 1983 - (From Reuters) "Former Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon said Friday that Syria is reluctant to leave Lebanon because it would lose the $500 million a year in taxes it levies on the Hashish trade in the Bekaa Valley. In an article in the New York 'Post', Sharon said, 'I do not think the Syrians will voluntarily leave Lebanon. And if they do, they will not leave without making sure they leave behind some kind of controlling force. The little-known reason for this is Syria's reluctance to give up its very rewarding stake in Lebanon's Hashish trade. Syria's income from taxation of the Bekaa Valley hashish comes to half a billion dollars.'"

Strange isn't it? That with all the headline stories coming out on the military occupation of Lebanon, the real reason on Syria's staying is buried in a small item back on page 10 of the "Times". In occult terms this is a physical plane confrontation between the forces of the false Christ, Looeamong, and the false Zoroaster, Thoth-Gabriel, both renegade Moon gods from Maldek, still leading their hypnotized followers in the endless religious conflicts which destroyed that unfortunate planet. Hafez Assad, the Syrian dictator, is a devout Mo-
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hammedan or Muslim; and Amin Gemayel, president of Lebanon, is a devout Maronite Catholic, trained by the Jesuits. Western munitions makers would like to see the Bekaa Valley returned to Lebanese control to give Gemayel ready cash to buy more of their products. As it is that drug money is going to Russia to pay for the weapons Assad is buying from the Soviet state capitalists. Over the years, the Mark Probert Controls have told us that there will be no peace in the world as long as Communism and Catholicism fight for control of millions of people and the situation in Lebanon is a perfect example of it, and Mohammedanism makes it a three-way conflict!

ESTABLISHING A MACHO IMAGE ABROAD

A recent visitor to Vista is an Associate who is completing his education in one of those pagan Catholic nations overseas. The college town is next door to a U.S. Air Force Base loaded with communication and Flying Saucer tracking equipment manned by civilian personnel working for the CIA. They also understandably keep an eye on Americans living in the nearby community. These government agents, being completely unmoral and untrustworthy themselves, couldn't possibly trust anyone else either. It's a hell of an existence. Anyhow, our Associate finally realized his mail -- including our Journals -- was being tampered with, held up for examination, sometimes not being delivered at all. Most males openly carry a gun there -- a sign of masculinity -- and our Associate is no exception. In anger and desperation he went to the local postoffice, walked up to a postal official, pulled out his "Saturday night special" and held it to the official's head. "If you don't stop tampering with my mail I'll blow your Goddamned head off!" He says that since then, whenever he enters the postoffice, they address him as "Sir". So it seems that his mail is being delivered on time now though, no doubt, the postal employees continue to accept CIA bribes.

ANYONE FOR PAGAN MAGICK?

Kahuna Lanakila Brandt and his Hawaiian Foundation "Kahanahou" have sent us publicity on their Seminar on "Targeting Your Mana!", to be held August 5th, 6th and 7th on the Kona Coast of the Big Island, near Kealakekua, at Honaunau, the famous spiritual center of the Islands. He promises to teach you how to "employ simple ancient techniques that work -- generate Mana on command -- store Mana until needed -- target your Mana with pinpoint accuracy -- and worship in the Hawaiian way". For further particulars write to Kahanahou, Kealakekua, Hawaii 96750 or phone 808-322-3901.

THE FIRST PLANETARY CONGRESS

Organized by Donald Keys, this first Congress for Planetary Citizens was held in Toronto, Canada, June 17-21, 1983. "If we fail to dream and envision our preferred world for the future, how will we know where to go?" writes Keys. If you support the idea, write to PLANETARY CITIZENS, PO Box 1715, New Rochele, New York 10802.
BACK ISSUES OF THE JOURNAL FOR SALE

Time to clear them out and make room for the next 20 years of issues!! Starting with the year 1970, six issues for $6.50 postpaid. 1971 six issues $6.50 postpaid. 1972 six issues $6.50 postpaid. 1973, same; 1974, same; 1975, same; 1976, same; 1977, same; 1978, same; 1979, same; 1980, same. All are in the free-wheeling editorial style to which you are accustomed, and with the deeper, occult interpretation of the current scene of the time which is unique to our approach to the news. Give yourself a boost in understanding the hidden forces affecting our lives in those turbulent years and give us a boost in income to help pay for necessary changes ahead.

BSRF No. 26 - EEMAN SCREENS, THE BALANCING CIRCUITS

The polarity of parts of the human body has been a well kept secret of Occult Science for thousands of years. The upper part is positive, the lower negative, the right hand positive (in right handers), the left hand negative; but it took the borderland research of Englishman L.E. Eeman, 45 years ago, to prove that vitality or human ectoplasm flows like electricity! He showed conclusively that unhealthy spiritual, mental, emotional and physical states can sometimes be brought quickly into a healthy, balanced state by hooking up the positive and negative areas of the body with metal screens and wires. This apparently by-passes the emotional blocks in the subconscious, temporarily at least. Pertinent excerpts from Eeman's out-of-print book, "Cooperative Healing", printed in past issues of the Journal, have been combined into a 39-page, illustrated brochure, along with results of testing and research by Associates. This is one way to prove objectively the existence of Etheric energies ignored by orthodox science. 8½x11, printed, postpaid. ................ $3.50

If you want to set up a test program and can't make the Screens yourself, BSRF hdq will have a pair of bronze screens made for you, complete with copper wire leads and handles, $15.00 a pair, postpaid.
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